In the context of natural scenes, we applied the pattern-masking paradigm to investigate how image structure and phase alignment affect contrast-gain control in binocular vision. We measured the discrimination thresholds of bandpass-filtered natural-scene images (targets) under various types of pedestals. Our first experiment had four pedestal types: bandpass-filtered pedestals, unfiltered pedestals, notch-filtered pedestals (which enabled removal of the spatial frequency), and misaligned pedestals (which involved rotation of unfiltered pedestals). Our second experiment featured six types of pedestals: bandpass-filtered, unfiltered, and notch-filtered pedestals, and the corresponding phase-scrambled pedestals. The thresholds were compared for monocular, binocular, and dichoptic viewing configurations. The bandpass-filtered pedestal and unfiltered pedestals showed classic dipper shapes; the dipper shapes of the notch-filtered, misaligned, and phase-scrambled pedestals were weak. We adopted a two-stage binocular contrast-gain control model to describe our results. We deduced that the phasealignment information influenced the contrast-gain control mechanism before the binocular summation stage and that the phase-alignment information and structural misalignment information caused relatively strong divisive inhibition in the monocular and interocular suppression stages. When the pedestals were phasescrambled, the elimination of the interocular suppression processing was the most convincing explanation of the results. Thus, our results indicated that both phase-alignment information and similar image structures cause strong interocular suppression.
Introduction
Both physiological and psychophysical studies have shown that the primary visual cortex decomposes images from the retina into various channels, such as those tuned to spatial-frequency, orientation, and phase information (Braddick, Campbell, & Atkinson, 1978; Campbell & Maffei, 1974; De Valois, De Valois, & Yund, 1979; Hubel & Wiesel, 1959 , 1968 Sekuler, 1974) . Thus, researchers have commonly used sine-wave grating patterns or Gabor patterns to study visual perception in the laboratory and to predict visual processing for natural-scene images. Natural-scene stimuli are close to what people see in daily life; these stimuli contain broad distributions of spatial frequency, orientations, luminance, and contrast (Field & Chandler, 2012) . However, researchers have also shown that, during the processing of these channels, interactions occur within or between locations, at both near-detection and suprathreshold levels (Bex, Mareschal, & Dakin, 2007; Bex, Solomon, & Dakin, 2009; Bonds, 1989; Polat & Sagi, 1993; Cannon & Fullenkamp, 1991; Snowden & Hammett, 1998) . No simple relationship exists between gratings and real scenes in terms of either perception or neural response (Bex & Makous, 2002; Bex et al., 2009; David, Vinje, & Gallant, 2004; Gallant, Connor, & Van Essen, 1998) . Such findings have led to debates regarding how the visual system processes these natural scenes (Felsen & Dan, 2005; Olshausen & Field, 2005; Rust, Schwartz, Movshon, & Simoncelli, 2005) and regarding whether grating results can be used to predict natural-scene results.
The visual system detects changes in luminance and interprets them as contrast; thus, researchers must understand how the visual system responds to various levels of contrast; a contrast response function (CRF) can describe this relationship. In behavioral studies, researchers have often used the pattern-masking paradigm to derive the CRF because of the limitation that a CRF cannot be measured directly, as in neurophysiological studies. Such a pattern-masking paradigm can be used to obtain a target-threshold versus pedestal-contrast (or TvC) function by measuring a target's detectability in the presence of pedestals with various contrast levels. A TvC function can be used to derive its underlying CRF. That is, a TvC function is approximately proportional to the inverse of the derivative of the CRF. When the target and pedestal are of the same type (e.g., Gabor) aside from the contrast, a
